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An Honorable Budget for 

Indian Country: Equitable 

Funding for Tribes 

Fiscal Year 2015 Indian Country  
Budget Recommendations

Introduction

Annual funding decisions by Congress are an expression of our 
nation’s policy priorities. Numerous treaties, statutes, and court 
decisions have created a fundamental contract between tribal nations 
and the United States: tribes ceded millions of acres of land that 
made the United States what it is today, and in return tribes have the 
right of continued self-government and the right to exist as distinct 
peoples on their own lands. And for its part, the United States has 
=OOQIA@�=�PNQOP�NAOLKJOE>EHEPU�PK�LNKPA?P�PDAOA�NECDPO�=J@�PK�BQHłHH�EPO�
solemn commitments to Indian tribes and their members. 

The drum is used at community events to honor culture and celebrate tradition. Photo credit: Jan van Raay

An honorable budget 

for Indian Country will 

empower tribes so they can 

provide their people with 

good health care, quality 

education, decent and 

adequate housing, and public 

safety. These services – that 

every American expects – 

meet the needs of Native 

RGQRNGU��DGPGſV�TGUKFGPVU�QH�

surrounding communities, 

CPF�HWNſNN�QDNKICVKQPU�VQ�

tribal nations. 
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A Call for Equitable Funding for Tribes

A fundamental goal for Indian Country governmental services should be parity with similarly situated 
governments or services. Although tribes have made some progress in addressing egregiously inadequate 
public services that many Americans routinely take for granted, they are still experiencing what the  
US Commission on Civil Rights called “a quiet crisis” of federal funding and unmet needs.1

�� Public Safety: The bi-partisan Indian Law and Order Commission (ILOC) recently released its 
NALKNP�PK� KJCNAOO�=J@�PDA�-NAOE@AJP�AILD=OEVEJC�PD=P�ļĥD9KS�SA�?DKKOA�PK�@A=H�SEPD�PDA�?QNNAJP�
public safety crisis in Native America—a crisis largely of the Federal government’s own making over 
more than a century of failed laws and policies—can set our generation apart from the legacy that 
NAI=EJO�KJA�KB�ĥPDA9�CNA=P�QJłJEODA@�?D=HHAJCAO�KB�PDA� EREH�/ECDPO�*KRAIAJP��2 The Commission 
NA?KIIAJ@O�=J@�+ �&�=CNAAO�PD=P� KJCNAOO�=J@�PDA�ATA?QPERA�>N=J?D�ODKQH@�@ENA?P�OQBł?EAJP�BQJ@O�
to Indian country law enforcement to ensure law enforcement in Indian Country is on par with the 
rest of the United States.

�� Health Care: The Indian health care delivery system, while working to reduce Indian health 
@EOL=NEPEAO�=HOK�B=?AO�OECJEł?=JP�BQJ@EJC�@EOL=NEPEAO�EJ�LAN�?=LEP=�OLAJ@EJC�>APSAAJ�PDA�&J@E=J�%A=HPD�
Service (IHS) and other federal health care programs. The IHS is currently funded to meet only about 
56 percent of its need, despite being the primary provider of health care for many tribal communities. 
In 2012, IHS per capita expenditures for patient health services were just $2,896, compared to  
$7,535 per person for health care spending nationally.3

�� Education: Of the over 600,000 American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN) students in pre-kindergarten 
through grade 12, most attend public schools. But many of these schools do not have a reliable tax 
base and disproportionately rely on Impact Aid funding, which makes up for the lack of funding on and 
near reservations and military bases. The Impact Aid program has not been fully funded since 1960. 
The Bureau of Indian Education, which serves nearly 50,000 Native students, received $48 million less 
in funding in FY 2013 compared to its FY 2012 funding level.

Part of this trust responsibility includes basic governmental services in Indian Country, funding for which 
is appropriated in the discretionary portion of the federal budget. Tribal governments exist to protect 
and preserve their unique cultures, identities, and natural environments for posterity. As governments, 
PNE>AO�IQOP�@AHERAN�=�SE@A�N=JCA�KB�?NEPE?=H�OANRE?AO�OQ?D�=O�A@Q?=PEKJ�SKNGBKN?A�@ARAHKLIAJP�=J@�łNOP�
NAOLKJ@AN�=J@�LQ>HE?�O=BAPU�OANRE?AO�PK�PDAEN�?EPEVAJO��1DA�BA@AN=H�>Q@CAP�BKN�PNE>=H�CKRANJIAJP=H�OANRE?AO�
NAŃA?PO�PDA�ATPAJP�PK�SDE?D�PDA�2JEPA@�0P=PAO�DKJKNO�EPO�LNKIEOAO�PK�&J@E=J�LAKLHA�

Shrinking resources due to sequestration and the Budget Control Act have adversely affected tribes’ ability 
to meet the needs of their communities. An honorable budget for Indian Country will empower tribes so 
they can provide their people with good health care, quality education, decent and adequate housing, and 
LQ>HE?�O=BAPU��1DAOA�OANRE?AO���PD=P�ARANU��IANE?=J�ATLA?PO���IAAP�PDA�JAA@O�KB�+=PERA�LAKLHAO�>AJAłP�
NAOE@AJPO�KB�OQNNKQJ@EJC�?KIIQJEPEAO�=J@�BQHłHH�K>HEC=PEKJO�PK�PNE>=H�J=PEKJO���HPDKQCD�&J@E=J� KQJPNU�
continues to face immense economic challenges, upholding Indian trust and treaty obligations also holds the 
promise of tremendous economic success.

Introduction  (continued)
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Figure 1: High School Graduation Rates, 1999-2010

Native students still do not have the same education outcomes as their peers, and improving education is 
an economic necessity for Indian Country. If half of the 24,700 Native students of the Class of 2010 who 
dropped out of school had graduated, they would likely be earning an additional $147 million each year 
compared to what they will earn without a high school diploma.4

Despite documented and profound needs, Indian health, education, and other program areas were subject to 
sequestration in FY 2013. By allowing across-the-board cuts to go into effect for FY 2013, Congress unfairly 
LH=?A@�@Ał?EP�NA@Q?PEKJ�KJ�PDA�>=?GO�KB�=LLNKTEI=PAHU���������&��+�OPQ@AJPO�=BBA?PA@�>U�&IL=?P��E@�
education cuts; 25,000 AI/AN children hurt by Head Start cuts; 1.7 million AI/AN people hurt by the  
$119 million removed from the Bureau of Indian Affairs budget; 88,000 AI/AN students in tribal colleges losing 
programs and courses; and 2.1 million people affected by the $220 million cut to the Indian Health Service. 
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Invest in Self-Determination

Congress and the Administration have expressed strong support for 
Indian self-determination and honoring the trust responsibility.  
Indeed, many tribes have made tremendous gains in improving the social 
and economic well-being of their communities when Congress has 
respected the important role of tribal governments and invested in self-
determination. Chairwoman Karen Diver from the Fond Du Lac Band of 
Lake Superior Chippewa in Minnesota shared her perspective  
on reductions to tribal base budgets: 

When elderly nutrition started at Fond du Lac in the 1990s, we 
set the age at 52 because the average age of death in the 1970s 
was 56. We are proud that under self-governance, that age is now 
74. What we are having to endure right now makes a difference. 
ĥ KJCNAOO9�EO�=OGEJC�QO�PK�>A�SEV=N@O�EJ�KQN�KSJ�?KIIQJEPU�� 
We are to promote community development. We are to promote 
economic development. We are to promote health. We are 
to promote safety. We are to do all these things without a tax 
>=OA��ĥ�Q@CAP�?QPO9�=NA�P=GEJC�=S=U�KQN�=>EHEPU�PK�NEOA�QL�=J@�DAHL�
support rural communities – not just Indian communities – but 
entire rural communities with the employment and the economic 
ripple effects.

The Fond du Lac Band poured more than $300 million into the regional 
economy in 2011 and created 3,600 jobs in its region, for Natives 
and non-Natives alike. Tribes across the United States are making 
similar economic contributions to their regions, drawing on a mix of 
intergovernmental transfers, fees, enterprises, sales, and leases that 
I=GA�QL�PDAEN�CKRANJIAJP=H�NARAJQA��%KJKN=>HA�BQHłHHIAJP�KB�PDA�
trust and treaty promises to tribes would positively impact not only 
NAMQENA@�LQ>HE?�OANRE?AO�PK�PNE>=H�?EPEVAJO�>QP�=HOK�PDA�OQNNKQJ@EJC�
regional economies. Given the low historical bases of funding for tribal 
governments, opportunities for economic improvement and government 
success are needed.
 
However, the trend in funding for Indian Affairs in the Department 
KB�PDA�&JPANEKN�Ġ!,&
�@KAO�JKP�NAŃA?P�&J@E=J�OAHB�@APANIEJ=PEKJ�=O�=�
priority in the federal budget. Figure 2 shows Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) funding in the Department of the Interior as a percentage of the 
total federal budget from 1980 to 2012. BIA provides the base budget 
funding for tribes, including: tribal law enforcement, tribal courts, human 
services, natural resource management, energy development, road 
maintenance, job training, water resource management, and more.  
Even as tribes have assumed more responsibility for public activities 
under self-determination and self-governance, the core support for  
tribal governments has declined as a percentage of the federal budget.

[Congress] is asking 

us to be wizards in our 

own community. We are 

to promote community 

development. We are 

to promote economic 

development. We are to 

promote health. We are to 

promote safety. We are to 

do all these things without 

a tax base. 
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Upholding Obligations to Native People Will 
Expand Economic Opportunity

Although in the last 30 years Native people overall have 
ATLANEAJ?A@�OECJEł?=JP�A?KJKIE?�CNKSPD�=O�IA=OQNA@�>U�=RAN=CA�
income and wealth, American Indians and Alaska Natives are 
still one of the United States’ most economically disadvantaged 
population. Nearly one in three Native people—29.1 percent—
lived below the federal poverty line in 2012. For Native people 
living on reservations, the rate is far higher at 38.6 percent,  
2.5 times higher the national rate. Progress is possible, though: in 
1990, over half of American Indians on reservation and tribal land 
lived in poverty.

Figure 2: Indian Affairs Funding as a Percentage of the Federal Budget, 1977-2012
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Where tribes exercise self-

determination, success stories 

abound; and they all include 

the themes of improved 

responsiveness and increased 

accountability.

Source: Public Budget Database, Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2014, Budget Analysis 
Branch, April 2013 and Historical Tables, Table 4.1—Outlays by Agency: 1962–2018
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A recent analysis by the 
Economic Policy Institute 
examined the problem of the 
low rate of American Indian 
employment.5 Only when 
American Indians and Alaska 
Natives have higher and steady 
employment rates will poverty 
decline and wealth begin to grow. 
The paper found that, over the 
2009–2011 period, the American 
Indian employment rate among 
25- to 54-year-olds was 64.7 
percent—13.4 percentage points 
lower than that of the White 
rate. To increase the Native 
employment rate to that of the 
White rate would require about 
234,000 jobs throughout Indian 
Country and the United States. 
For Native people, these statistics 
show major challenges, but also 
tremendous opportunity and 
potential for economic success. 

As the rest of the American 
economy continues to recover, 
tribes offer new opportunities for 
the communities that surround 
them. Where tribes exercise 
self-determination, success 
stories abound; and they all 
include the themes of improved 
responsiveness and increased 
accountability. Overcoming 
poverty, while honoring tribal 
traditions and strengthening 
culture, is achievable but securing 
tribal economic security and 
prosperity will require a sustained 
commitment. Congress must 
answer this moral and legal call 
to action so that Native peoples 
can look forward to improved 
prosperity and progress for 
future generations.

Figure 3: Percentage of Population in Poverty
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Figure 4: Employment Rates  
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Equitable Funding Leads to Success

&J@E=J� KQJPNU�D=O�HKJC�OPNQCCHA@�SEPD�DECD�?NEIA�RE?PEIEV=PEKJ�N=PAO��3EKHAJP�?NEIAO�EILKOA�A?KJKIE?�
costs on the victims and their families, in the form of medical and other expenses and the loss of earnings. 
Areas with high crime also experience reduced investment. Safe communities are necessary for economic 
development. Moreover, the Indian Law and Order Commission found that tribal nations throughout our 
?KQJPNU�SKQH@�>AJAłP�AJKNIKQOHU�EB�HK?=HHU�>=OA@�=J@�=??KQJP=>HA�H=S�AJBKN?AIAJP�KBł?ANO�SANA�OP=BBA@�=P�
levels comparable to similarly situated communities off-reservation.

In 2010, DOI established a High Priority Performance Goal (HPPG) initiative to reduce violent crime by at 
HA=OP�łRA�LAN?AJP�KRAN����IKJPDO�KJ�BKQN�NAOANR=PEKJO�PD=P�SANA�ATLANEAJ?EJC�DECD�N=PAO�KB�REKHAJP�?NEIA��
In FY 2010, all four locations received an increase in base funding to support additional sworn staff. The 
=@@EPEKJ=H�NAOKQN?AO�=OOEOPA@�EJ�?HKOEJC�PDA�OP=BłJC�C=L�=J@�>NEJCEJC�A=?D�HK?=PEKJ�QL�PK�J=PEKJ=H�OSKNJ�OP=BłJC�
HARAHO�=O�HEOPA@�QJ@AN�PDA�20�!AL=NPIAJP�KB�'QOPE?A�2JEBKNI� NEIA�/ALKNP�OP=BłJC�=RAN=CAO��1DA�EJ?NA=OA@�
JQI>AN�KB�H=S�AJBKN?AIAJP�KBł?ANO�=HECJA@�PDA�OP=BłJC�PK�LKLQH=PEKJ�N=PEKO�?HKOAN�PK�PDA�J=PEKJ=H�OP=J@=N@�
BKN�NQN=H�LKLQH=PEKJO�KB�����KBł?ANO�LAN������LANOKJO��1DA�ABBKNP�NAOQHPA@�EJ�=����LAN?AJP�@A?NA=OA�EJ�REKHAJP�
?NEIA�=?NKOO�PDA�BKQN�OEPAO��1DA�&), �NALKNP�OP=PAO�ļĥ@9AOLEPA�PDA�?QNNAJP�>Q@CAP�NA=HEPU�PDA�NAOQHPO�KB�
the HPPG Initiative should not be forgotten: parity in law enforcement services prevents crime and reduces 
violent crime rates.”

Figure 5: Reduction in Violent Crime on HPPG Reservations
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�QNA=Q�KB�&J@E=J��BB=ENO�,Bł?A�KB�'QOPE?A�0ANRE?AO� NEIA�NA@Q?PEKJ�>AOP�LN=?PE?AO�D=J@>KKGġ�*=GEJC�&J@E=J�
communities safe 2012, 2012. Retrieved from www.bia.gov/cs/groups/xojs/documents/text/idc-018678.pdf.
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Government-Wide Recommendations 

Tribes need the tools and resources to continue on self-determined paths that promote economic 
development, strengthen tribal cultures, and enable the pursuit of tribally-determined benchmarks of  
well-being. 

Fully fund Contract Support Costs (CSC) as required by law 
�� For decades the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the Indian Health Service (IHS) have been 

QJ@ANL=UEJC�PNE>AO�=J@�PNE>=H�KNC=JEV=PEKJO�PD=P�?KJPN=?P�PK�KLAN=PA�&%0�?HEJE?O�=J@�DKOLEP=HO�=J@�
BIA law enforcement, realty, housing, and other government programs, by failing to fully fund CSCs 
EJ�=??KN@=J?A�SEPD�OP=PQPKNU�H=S��1DA�NAOQHP�D=O�>AAJ�OECJEł?=JP�BKN�OAPPEJC�NA@Q?PEKJO�EJ�L=PEAJP�
care and in other essential governmental services for the most underserved populations in America 
– American Indians and Alaska Natives. Recently, the United States Supreme Court, again, held the 
government liable for these contract underpayments. Since the June 2012 Supreme Court decision, 
very little progress has been made to settle the thousands of CSC claim years representing billions of 
dollars lost to Indian Country. 

Advocate for budget equity for tribes
�� When tribes receive an equitable level of resources, they can improve unjust conditions. This  

FY 2015 Indian Country Budget Request includes recommendations for many departments and 
agencies where tribal programs and services should receive equitable resources, developed from 
the success of the High Priority Performance Goal Initiative model. Within the Department of the 
Interior, funding for BIA and tribes has not kept pace with other agencies. This inequity has been 
perpetrated by both Congress and the Administration.

#QHłHHIAJP�KB�PDA�PNQOP�NAOLKJOE>EHEPU�NALNAOAJPO�JA?AOO=NU�AHAIAJPO�BKN�=�OPNKJC�A?KJKIE?�BKQJ@=PEKJ�EJ�
&J@E=J� KQJPNU�PK�=BBKN@�+=PERA�?DEH@NAJ�=J@�BQPQNA�CAJAN=PEKJO�PDA�KLLKNPQJEPU�PK�BQHłHH�PDAEN�LKPAJPE=H��
Investments in tribal infrastructure must continue to address the inadequate roads, housing, and broadband 
systems that are all essential to economic development and job creation. Education is fundamental to long-
term economic opportunities, and public safety is a prerequisite for long-term economic development. 
Support for tribal energy and natural resource development must be ramped up—although tribal lands 
contain a vast amount of the nation’s conventional and renewable energy resources, tribal governments 
face an array of challenges in developing these resources. All of these investments hold immense promise 
to contribute to regional economies, in turn strengthening the American economy and building a better 
future for all Americans. 

The foregoing FY 2015 tribal budget program requests have been compiled in collaboration with tribal 
HA=@ANO�+=PERA�KNC=JEV=PEKJO�=J@�PNE>=H�>Q@CAP�?KJOQHP=PEKJ�>K@EAO��1NE>AO�NAOLA?PBQHHU�NAMQAOP�PD=P�PDAOA�
recommendations be included in the appropriations process.


